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positioning. This makes the Stewart Platform structures wide
usable in robot-building related infrastructures.

Abstract
This paper presents an algorithm for solving forward kinematics
problem of the Stewart Platform and an application for modeling
of the Stewart Platform's motions. The developed application is
able to solve forward kinematics problem in given accuracy; to
calculate curve of the tool positioned on the mobile platform; to
calculate possible deviation of the tool from a nominal position if
lengths of the legs can vary in given range; to detect crossing of
the legs during motions of the mobile platform. The movements
of the Stewart Platform can be specified though explicit laws of
motions or trough spline-interpolation based on given nodes. The
computational engine of the program is constructed on new
effective methods and algorithms.

For example, such parallel kinematic structure is used in National
Advanced Driving Simulator (NADS), see figure 2.
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manipulators.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Stewart Platform mechanism, originally suggested by D.
Stewart in [1], is a parallel kinematic structure that can be used as
a basis for controlled motion with 6 degrees of freedom (dof),
such as manufacturing processes and precise manipulative tasks.
The mechanism itself consists of a stationary platform (base
platform, the base) and mobile platform that are connected via six
legs (struts) mounted on universal joints. The legs have an in-built
mechanism that allows changing the length of each individual leg.
The desired position and orientation of the mobile platform is
achieved by combining the lengths of the six legs, transforming
the six transitional dof into three positional (displacement vector)
and three orientational ones (angles of rotation of a rigid body in
space). The lengths of the legs cannot, of course, be changed
independently, but only in such a fashion that the platform
construction allows.
The figure 1 shows general structure of the Stewart Platform.

Figure 1: The Stewart Platform
The advantages of the Stewart Platform are 6 degrees of freedom,
as already said, and a split-hair accuracy of mobile platform

Figure 2: National Advanced Driving Simulator (NADS)

2. PREVIOUS WORKS
A design of the Stewart Platform requires especially CAD
systems, since it has very sophisticated geometry and a quality of
its modeling defines a quality of final product, cost of its creation
and future exploitation.
One of the most celebrated CAE-products, which provide
calculation of different kinematic structures, is MSD.Dynamic
Designer delivered by MacNeal-Schwendler Corporation (MSC)
[2]. This product is for kinematic and dynamic analysis of
mechanisms and its 3D motions. A number of systems where the
MSD.Dynamic Designer product used in constantly increases and
now it includes: Autodesk Mechanical Desktop, AutoCAD/Mechanical, Autodesk Inventor, SolidWorks, SolidEdge, CATIA,
etc.
Listed above software products are able to solve different
problems of dynamics. But kinematic problems are mainly
reduced to visualization of possible motions and to detection of
crossings. It is not a little, but not enough for the Stewart
Platform. First of all, it is not enough, because a trajectory of
mobile platform is not the only thing needed to be calculated.
Also it is quite useful to know possible deflections from nominal
trajectory, which naturally always occurs if lengths of the legs
vary in some range (actually real legs never have exactly equal
lengths we set).
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d1 ⋅ e1 + d 2 ⋅ e 2 + δ c ⋅ [e1 × e 2 ]

3. FORWARD KINEMATICS PROBLEM AND
SOLUTION ALGORITHM

f ( e1 , e 2 , c1 , c2 , δ ) =

The forward kinematics problem (the direct position kinematics
problem) enjoyed the central status in the research on the Stewart
Platform. The problem is to determine the position and orientation
of the platform depending on given six leg lengths.
Geometrically, it is equivalent to the problem of placing a rigid
body such that six of its given points lie on six given spheres.

c = e1 × e 2 − c1 d1 − c2 d 2 ,

e1 × e 2

2

,

2

(3)

d1 = c1 − c2 ( e1 ⋅ e 2 ) ,
d 2 = c2 − c1 ( e1 ⋅ e 2 )

The forward kinematics problem can be represented by the
following system of kinematic equations:

t + R ⋅ pi − bi

2

= Li , i = 1,..., 6
2

(1)

where t – the translation vector of platform frame origin; b i и

p i – the joint points on the base and on the platform respectively;
R – the orthogonal rotation matrix; Li – given leg lengths
between b i and p i . The unknowns of this system of six
simultaneous equations are three components of the vector t and
three rotation angles, which determine the matrix R .
The solution of equations (1) is quite important, since actually the
Stewart Platform is actuated by changing of the leg lengths. This
problem has being solved in different ways which are deeply
reviewed in [3]. Some methods use platform restructuring in order
to solve a simpler case with less number of equations than system
(1) has. However, a few problems are still open such as:
•

not found a way of platform restructuring which gives
minimum of unknown quantities in simultaneous equations

•

when using platform restructuring and decomposition, the
existent approaches do not take into account geometry of
possible motions in kinematic chains

•

most if not all of the approaches do not guarantee that the
solution will be correctly found, if new position of the
platform is quite distant from the previous one

The being presented program uses yet another approach for
solving forward kinematics problem. This approach is based on
geometry of the Stewart Platform and uses decomposition scheme
that reduces an origin platform to a platform, which has easier
construction (see fig. 3). Such platform is named the zero-order
Stewart Platform and has been designed and suggested in [4].
Figure 3

Figure 3: The zero-order Stewart Platform
Saying "order" here, we mean a number of non-linear closedness
equations in the forward kinematics problem. Since the platform
above has no non-linear equations, it is called "zero-order".
Let us detail the approach. The method of the zero-order Stewart
Platform is applicable for each platform from 6-N class. For more
information on classification, please see [4]. In order to solve
forward kinematics problem for some 6-N platform, the method
reduces the given platform to zero-order one and solves a
sequence of forward kinematics problems for the zero-order
platform (note that such problem can be solved in the explicit
way).

4. THE STEWART PLATFORM 6-3 SPS
4.1 Restructuring to the zero-order Stewart
Platform
Restructuring of the 6-3 SPS platform to zero-order case, we
remove (in imagination) the leg b 5p 3 and add fictitious leg

b 5 p1 .

It should be noted that structure of the zero-order Stewart
Platform is the same as described in works [11-12], but in [4] the
forward kinematics problem for this platform has been solved
otherwise.
The main advantage of the zero-order Stewart Platform is that it
can be solved in an explicit way using just the following
formulae:

p 2 = b 2 + L 2 ⋅ e1 ,

e1 = f ( u1 , e21 , cos α1 , cos α 2 , δ1 )

p3 = p1 + L p1 p2 ⋅ e2,

e 2 = f ( u 2 , e13 , cos β1 , cos β 2 , δ 2 )

,where

u 2 = ( p 2 − p1 ) / L p1 p2 ;

(2)

δ 1 = sign ( e1 ⋅ [ u1 × e 21 ]) ,

δ 2 = sign ( e 2 ⋅ [u 2 × e13 ]) ; f – Chase's function calculating
third ort from two given ones in the following way:

Figure 4: Restructuring of the 6-3 SPS platform
Thus, the length of b 5p1 becomes unknown and the length of
fictitious leg b 5p1 is denoted by

x . Using the zero-order Stewart

Platform we can find the points p1 , p 3 and p 3 , which
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correspond exactly to the lengths
relation of unknown

x

and given

p 3 ( L1 ,..., L4 , x, L6 ) − b 5

2

Fi ( x2 , x4 , x5 ) =

L1 − L4 , x and L6 . A

= p i ( L1 , x2 , L3 , x4 , x5 , L6 ) − b i

L5 is the following equation:

= L5
2

2

− Li = 0,

(7)

where i = 2, 4, 5

(4)

In this case we have to know nine partial derivatives

∂ Fi

4.2 Computational solution:
For the purpose of computational solution, expression (4) can be
taken in the following way:

F ( x ) = p 3 ( L1 ,..., L4 , x, L6 ) − b 5 − L5 = 0
2

2

( ),

calculation of first-order derivative F′ x

where k

(k )

∂x j

, i , j = 5, 2, 4 . To start the secant method, we need to

perform three additional calculations for initial estimates

(

)

( 0)

Fi x j + ∂x j , j = 5, 2, 4 . Moreover, we have to solve the

(5)

The iterative method based on Newton's one has been built to
achieve rapid convergence. This method uses analytical
(k )

(k )

following simultaneous equations at every iteration:
∂ Fi(
∂x5

–

number of iteration. The calculation of first-order derivative
expression takes into account geometry of possible instantaneous
motions in the zero-order platform which happen when length of
the fictitious leg is being changed. Due to this fact, the forward
kinematic problem can be solved as well even if being calculated
position is distant from the previous one.

k)

(k )

⋅ Δx5 +

∂ Fi(

k)

(k )

∂x2

⋅ Δx2 +

∂ Fi(

k)

(k )

∂x4

⋅ Δx4 = Fi( ) , i = 2, 4,5
k

(8)

6. THE APPLICATION
The application has been developed which uses described above
method for solving the forward kinematics problem of the Stewart
Platform.
The user can design any platform from 6-N class. Firstly, one
should create the Stewart Platform and chose its type, position of
the base and origin position of the mobile platform.

5. THE STEWART PLATFORM 6-6 SPS
5.1 Restructuring to the zero-order Stewart
Platform
The 6-6 SPS Stewart Platform is restructured by the following
operations:
•

removing of the leg b 2p 2 ; addition of fictitious leg b 2p1
instead;

•

removing of the leg b 4p 4 ; addition of fictitious leg b 4p 3
instead;

•

removing of the leg b 5p 5 ; addition of fictitious leg b 5p1
instead;

Figure 6: New Stewart Platform dialog
Then the user can specify different properties of the Stewart
Platform such as:

Figure 5: Restructuring of the 6-6 SPS platform
As result we have the following equations for this platform:
p i ( L1 , x2 , L3 , x4 , x5 , L6 ) − b i

2

= Li , i = 2, 4, 5
2

(6)

•

expressions of mobile platform motions;

•

properties of the forward kinematic platform algorithm;

•

properties of calculating possible deviation of the tool from
nominal position;

•

properties of the Stewart Platform appearance on the scene;

5.2 Computational solution:
For the purpose of computational solution, expression (4) can be
taken in the following way:
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The program can also detect crossing of the legs during motions
of the mobile platform.

7. CONCLUSION

Figure 6: Properties of the Stewart Platform
The movements of the Stewart Platform can be specified though
explicit laws of motions or trough spline-interpolation based on
given nodes.

The approach for the forward kinematics problem of the Stewart
Platform parallel manipulator named method of the zero-order
Stewart Platform has been successfully improved, implemented
and tested. This method uses effective restructuring of a given
Stewart Platform to the zero-order case. Moreover, the method of
the zero-order Stewart Platform uses such a number of unknown
variables which is one less than suggested in article [8]. An
advantage of this method is also that in problem solving it uses
Newton's method instead of searching methods as suggested in
papers [11] and [12].
Experiments prove that the suggested algorithm has second order
of convergence and is applicable in cases when desired position is
quite distant from an previous one.
Using the approach, we have developed an application which is
able:
•

to solve forward kinematics problem in given accuracy;

•

to calculate curve of the tool positioned on the mobile
platform;

•

to calculate possible deviation of the tool from nominal
position if lengths of the legs vary in given range;

•

to detect crossing of the legs during motions of the mobile
platform;

•

to visual all the operations through friendly user interface
using MFC library and OpenGL standard.
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